CASE STUDY

ONE OF THE FINEST

E-COMMERCE BOOKS
SHOPPING COMPANY - CASE STUDY
Online book shopping platform with the lowest price guarantee and timely delivery
to your door without any hassle.
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ABOUT PROJECT

We are committed to turn their ideas into reality

Client Name :

Mr. Dhaval Dholakiya (Director)

Location :

Rajkot, Gujarat, India

Industry :

E-Commerce

Platform :

Browser, Android

Technologies :

Angular, NodeJS, Ionic, MongoDB
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EMART - SHREENATH ENTERPRISE

We provide cost-efficient and scalable customize apps solutions

Emart.xyz is one of the fi nest e-commerce platform in Gujarat, providing pre-packed school books
and stationery. They come up with an idea that can remove a painful process for stationary vendors
& parents to sell & buy book-sets before school starts.
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CHALLENGES

Our team took the challenge & played a good role to finish it successfully

-

Categories & Parameters
Deeper and complex logic applied that gives a simple view.

-

Products
Complex book-sets structure in a simple user interface flow view.

-

Booksets
Organized books based on school & class wise stream.

-

Feedback
A proper channelized feedback system that uniquely customized for emart's team, vendors and users.

-

Order Tracking System
A kanban structure to view orders that can easily manage order various statuses.
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OUR SOLUTIONS

We provided business-ready scalable and cost-efficient solutions

They come up with an idea that can transform educational book industry to serve the best hasslefree solution for the stationery vendors, publications, schools, parents and students. We studied
their requirements and give them the best solution. We're stretching ourself to cover all
requirement points to manage e-commerce platform smartly so they can simply manage things
outstandingly.
We have provided them the solution for mobile and web app design and development as well as
backend and server setup services. The bigger challenge is the timeline and yes we did this project
COVID19 times, our dedicated team did it as per the given new form of timeline for the project.
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APPLICATIONS

Simple and unique solution for teaching & learning management

It has an outstanding user interface with complex and deeper data display that can tell us what we
have done for our client. It is a uniquely customized solution as per their needs. We have provided
a complete mobile and web app solutions to our clients that can help them to configure their
products, inventories, vendors, staff, offers, discounts and so on.
The vendor can manage their stocks and orders with the best user experience and automated
solution. They can also configure their staff and define roles and responsibility. The vendor gets
notify for each new order and can update the status of any order they received.
User can order books, book-sets, and stationery related items
online with the proper tracking system. It will notify the user at
every step for their all orders.

Click on Tiles or Scan QR to
Install Apps

Emart.xyz App

CONTACT US

We are here to turn and tune your idea into reality

contact@cloudedots.com

https://cloudedots.com

+91-99099 80330
+91-89801 96331

Please feel free to ask if you’ve any query and visit our website to know more about us. Thank You.
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Thank You

we are here to turn and tune your idea into reality.
www.cloudedots.com

